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ABSTRACT 
The 1995 Motor Industry Development Programme (MIDP) was an attempt to transform the 
South African Automotive industry into a globally competitive industry. The import 
substitution policies, before the MIDP, which were characterised by high tariffs and local 
content requirements were ·replaced by an import-export complementation scheme, which 
encourages competitiveness by the introduction of foreign competition and assistance for 
exporting. This dissertation investigates whether the MIDP has increased value added or local 
content in locally manufactured motor vehicles, as anticipated by policy makers. 
The findings in this dissertation rely heavily on the limited data that is available in the 
industry. A dataset of component firms is used to establish the current trends with regard to 
local content in the domestic component industry. Export data is used to measure local 
content in both motor vehicles and component exports. Local content in the component 
purchases of the carmakers is also measured using a range of industry statistics. 
This dissertation shows that the domestic automotive industry has restructured and 
rationalised vehicle production, but despite this, local content in locally manufactured motor 
vehicles remains low. There appears to be a structural break between the domestic component 
industry and the vehicle· assembly industry. The South African component industry 
manufactures a large quantity of raw material intensive components that are targeted at 
foreign markets. In terms of the MIDP these exports can be used to offset import duties. The 
growing domestic vehicle production has to a significant effect been supplied by an increase 
of component imports. The major foreign owned component firms seem to be also involved in 
just-in-time assembling of these components for the carmakers. This is implied by the low 
levels of local content in their products. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Trade and industrial policy under apartheid was characterised by protection, focused on 
certain strategic sectors. The new government has liberalised trade and adopted a less 
interventionist industrial policy, and is guided by the objectives of achieving global 
competitiveness and the availability of consumer goods at competitive prices (Roberts, 2005). 
The automobile industry is one of the industries that received substantial state support, which 
dates back as early as 1920, before it was liberalised in 1995 by the launch of the Motor 
Industry Development Programme (MIDP). The aim was to address the industry's 
inefficiencies, mainly the high production costs due to the production of a large number of 
vehicle models at low volume. The MIDP has been generally viewed as a great success. The 
industry has restructured production, attracted foreign direct investment and has been largely 
integrated into the global production networks. Despite this 'success', the effect of the MIDP 
on the value added or local content in locally manufactured vehicles is not clear. A motor 
vehicle is made up of some 10, 000 components (Black and Bhanisi, 2006) and much of the 
potential benefit from the MIDP could, therefore, be achieved through increased domestic 
manufacturing and sourcing of these components. 
This dissertation focuses on the question of the effect of the MIDP on the levels of local 
content in domestically assembled vehicles. The scepticism with regard to any positive effect 
on local content by the MIDP is mainly caused by the surge in component imports that has 
been experienced. This increase in component imports has been caused mainly by the gradual 
reduction in component tariffs and by the ability to rebate most of the import duty on 
component imports. This dissertation investigates local content in the automotive industry, 
using the limited industry data that is available. The focus is limited to the policy effects on 
local content in vehicles manufactured in South Africa, rather than the macroeconomic factors 
that might have had an effect on automotive trade and, therefore, on local content. 
Section 2 considers the changing operational relationship between carmakers and component 
suppliers in the global environment and their effect on local content in the developing 
countries. Section 3 summarises the history of local content requirement policies in the South 
African automotive industry, and this is followed by a discussion of the structure of the MIDP 
and its expected effect on local content. Section 4 highlights the current developments in the 
South African industry, with special emphasis placed on those developments that have led 
some observers to believe that the MIDP has reduced local content in the automotive industry. 
Section 5 describes the data and the methodology used to measure local content. In Section 6, 
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local content in component firms' products is measured usmg a database of component 
manufacturing firms. Section 7 uses various local content measures compiled by industry 
institutions to measure local content in the component purchases and vehicle exports of the 
carmakers. Section 8 concludes the dissertation and provides policy recommendations. 
2. CHANGES IN GLOBAL PRODUCTION VALUE CHAINS AND THEIR 
EFFECT ON LOCAL CONTENT 
The level of local content in South African manufactured vehicles is indicative of the 
relationship between the locally based carmakers, which are all affiliates of multinationals, 
and the suppliers (South African and foreign owned). This relationship is strongly influenced 
by the relations between carmakers and suppliers at the global level, which have been 
undergoing major restructuring l (Humphrey, 2000; Humphrey and Memedovic, 2003; 
Humphrey et aI., 2000; Dicken, 2002; von Corswant and Fredriksson, 2002; Lung, 2003). 
One cause of this restructuring is the fact that the main global automotive market, the Triad 
market (Western Europe, Japan and North America), is 'mature' and offers very limited 
growth prospects. The limited market growth prospects in the Triad region have caused the 
carmakers to focus on the developing countries for growth opportunities. This has seen 
carmakers establishing operations in these countries. The establishment of operations in these 
countries allows carmakers to be closer to rapidly growing markets (preferably before 
competitors) and also allows them to take advantage of low wages and flexible labour laws in 
many of these developing c~untries (Lung, 2003). 
Developing countries have also attempted to exploit the less promising growth prospects of 
the Triad markets by incentivising the OEMs to invest (Humphrey et aI., 2000). Some 
developing countries with smaller domestic markets have formed trading blocks, such as 
Mercosur and ASEAN2, which offer the OEMs much bigger markets. These automotive 
spaces are particularly attractive to carmakers because of the gains in economies of scale in 
production and the relatively lower wages, which significantly reduce production costs. Some 
developing countries, like Mexico, which are geographically close to large developed 
markets, have established free trade areas with these developed countries, where they offer 
relatively lower production cost sites. 
1 See Womack et al. (I990) for earlier discussions of these changes in the Western auto industries 
2 Asian regional block, made up of Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, Brunei 
Darussalam. Vietnam, Lao People's of Democratic Republic, Burma/Myanmar and Cambodia. 
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China and India have attracted significant investments from OEMs by opemng up their 
previously protected automotive industries to foreign investors. Both of these two developing 
countries are attractive to OEMs because of their large populations with rapidly increasing 
income levels and low motorisation rates. Judging by the high level of foreign investment 
being attracted to its automotive industry and by the current growth in automotive production, 
China has become the latest success in the global automotive industry. Its growing role in the 
global automotive industry is demonstrated by the fact that China alone was responsible for 
45 % of the global growth in sales between 2000 and 2005, and 48 % of the global growth in 
vehicle production between 2000 and 2006 (Chotai, 2007)3. The main obstacle to China's 
growth is its restriction on foreign ownership of assembly ventures (Chotai, 2007), and this as 
a result limits the integration of China's operations into the global networks. 
Despite their relatively smaller domestic market size, some developing countries, such as 
South Africa and Australia have managed to maintain independent automotive industries by 
integrating their industries' into global production networks. This has been done by a 
combination of export support and reduced protection for their industries to accommodate 
vehicle and component imports. The disadvantage with this approach is that the host country 
government loses a degree of control, as these industries are subject to the varying global 
production strategies of the OEMs (Humphrey and Memedovic, 2003). 
These latest strategies of the developing countries have managed to attract considerable 
investment and have led to considerable growth in their production levels, and have reduced 
the global production share of the Triad region from 80 % in the late 1990s (Dicken, 2002) to 
67 % in 2006 (Chotai, 2007). The demand potential in these countries has not been fully 
realised, and as a result, the strategy by OEMs has been to export a significant share of 
production to the developed markets. This has grown the export share of automotive products 
for developing countries, and reduced that of the Triad industries as shown in Table 1 (EU 25 
group includes some developing countries and this would explain the increase in its export 
share). In what has been termed 'follow sourcing', the large global component manufacturers 
have also moved into these new production locations, because of their close working 
relationships with the carmakers. 
The intense competition in the Triad region, exacerbated by the slow growing market, has 
also compelled carmakers to make certain changes to their cost structures, and to re-evaluate 
3 See also V AD (2007) for the latest industry growth statistics in the global automotive industry. 
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the products they offer. The most apparent change in automotive products is the shortening 
life span of the vehicle models (Humphrey, 2000; Humphrey et al., 2000; Corswant and 
Fredriksson, 2002). This is seen as an effort to stimulate demand by offering more variety. 
This is of special importance for the Triad markets where most of the purchasing of cars is for 
replacement purposes. This shorter lifespan of the vehicle models requires additional product 
development activities from the carmakers, with huge financial commitments. 
Table 1. Regional Percentage Share in Global Automotive Exports (1980-2005) 
Exporter 1980 1990 2000 2005 
European Union (25) - - 49.8 53.3 
apan 19.8 20.8 15.3 13.5 
United States 11.9 10.2 11.6 9.4 
Canada 6.9 8.9 10.5 7.3 
Korea. Republic of 0.1 0.7 2.6 4.1 
Mexico a 0.3 1.4 5.3 3.9 
Brazil 1.1 0.6 0.8 1.3 
China a 0.0 0.1 0.3 1.1 
Turkey 0.0 0.0 0.3 1.0 
Thailand 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.9 
South Africa 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.5 
Taipei. Chinese ... 0.3 0.4 0.4 
Australia 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.4 
Argentina 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.3 
United Arab Emirates b. c ... 0.0 0.2 0.3 
Above 15 ... ... 98.6 97.7 
Source: WTO international Trade Statistics (2006) 
Carmakers have tried to manage the additional complexity and costs associated with these 
frequent product development activities by outsourcing more product development activities 
to their suppliers (Humphrey and Memedovic, 2003; Humphrey, 2000). This bigger 
responsibility given to the suppliers warrants a closer relationship between them and the 
carmakers, which now have to work with a smaller number of large first-tier4 suppliers. These 
suppliers have sufficient resources to conduct research and development, innovate and 
manufacture the required parts at superior quality at low cost. These suppliers would normally 
be based in developed countries. 
4 First-tier components suppliers are large component firms that have a close, direct and strategic 
working relationship with carmakers. They design and manufacture components, but also source some 
from smaller suppliers. such as tier-two firms. 
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Production cost pressures have also compelled carmakers to restructure the organisation of 
their production processes. The trend has been a movement from an assembly of small parts, 
traditionally supplied by their in-house component manufacturing divisions and other smaller 
suppliers, to 'modular parts' or component subsystems, which tend to be sourced from the 
first tier suppliers (Humphrey, 2000). 
These strong relationships between the carmakers and the first tier suppliers mean that when 
carmakers establish operati~ns in developing countries they will tend to favour these foreign 
companies, and will import components from them when these companies fail to follow them 
to these new regions. Therefore, unless these suppliers invest in the new locations, the result 
is frequently lower levels of local content in vehicles assembled in the developing country 
industries. 
This, therefore, presents a bleak picture for the domestically owned firms in the developing 
countries, which were the previous beneficiaries of local content policies, and were 
responsible for local content in vehicles manufactured in the developing countries. In order to 
supply OEMs in their domestic markets, these firms now need to be part of the global 
production networks. This could be achieved through supplying OEMs as first tier firms. This 
is out of reach for most component firms in developing countries, due to huge financial 
requirements needed to follow OEMs to new markets, the high product development costs 
and the managerial expertise required for managing the rest of the production value chain by 
tier one firms (Humphrey and Memedovic, 2003). The more viable approach has been the 
incorporation of their operations into the follow-source, tier one firms that have followed 
OEMs into their domestic industries. This has been done by giving up majority stakes of the 
firms to the MNC tier one firms. 
3. HISTORY OF LOCAL CONTENT POLICIES IN THE SOUTH AFRICAN 
INDUSTRY AND EXPECTED EFFECT OF THE MIDP ON LOCAL CONTENT 
3.1 The History of Protection for the South African Automotive Industry 
Higher levels of value added in the automotive industry have traditionally been enforced by 
the local content requirement (LCR) policies. A LCR policy imposes a minimum percentage 
of content that needs to be met by local inputs, in any locally produced product. These 
policies are mainly applica~le in industries where the manufacturing process can be broken 
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down into different stages or the final product is made up of intermediate components that can 
be sourced from many suppliers (UNIDO, 1986). 
The main objective of these LCR policies, which are usually used together with other 
protective measures such as tariffs and joint venture requirements, has been the development 
of domestic component industries. In the automotive industry, the high tariffs on vehicles 
protect the carmakers from foreign competition, while the LCR policies guarantee component 
firms a market for their products. LCR policies have, however, been deemed trade distorting 
by the World Trade Organisation (WTO) and are being phased out (Humphrey and 
Memedovic, 2003). 
The history of import substitution policiess in South Africa can be traced back to the 1920s, 
when Ford and General Motors first established operations in the country. High tariffs were 
used to attract these automobile companies into the country, despite the small domestic 
market. These high tariffs, which were placed on built up vehicles, did not result in the 
development of a strong component industry and local content levels remained only at 20 
percent at that stage (Black, 2001). The desire for a domestic component industry and the 
need to save foreign exchange prompted a series of local content requirement programmes, 
which began in 1961. Rising income levels during the gold boom years led to some expansion 
in the market and in profits for carmakers. Carmakers tried to increase their market share by 
the production of more vehicle models, which reduced volumes in component production 
even further. 
As a result, local content requirements were raised to 52 percent, as measured by the weight 
of local components in a vehicle (Duncan, 1997). These local content requirements were 
further raised to 66 percent for light passenger vehicles under Phase 4 in 1971, with light 
commercial vehicles also included under Phase 5 in 1980 (Black, 2001). These local content 
requirement policies did not manage to resolve the problem of high unit costs, resulting from 
the low production volumes per vehicle model. For example, in 1975 the 13 OEMs operating 
in South Africa produced 39 vehicle models, which were serviced by 300 suppliers 
(Lamprecht, 2005). One of the main causes of this was the inward orientation of the industry. 
It was also easy for carmakers to meet the local content requirements by simply increasing the 
weight of the locally sourced inputs, while increasing imports of lighter, technologically 
advanced components (Duncan, 1997; Black, 2001). 
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Phase 6, introduced in 1989, was the first policy attempt to deal with this problem by 
measuring local content by the value, not the weight, of locally produced components in a 
vehicle. Local content was also measured on a net foreign exchange usage basis. This meant 
that exports by assemblers also counted as local content. The growth in exports was expected 
to increase economies of scale in component manufacturing and reduce costs. The cheaper 
components were expected to increase local content through increased local sourcing by 
carmakers. The result was the opposite, because the flexibilitl in the sourcing of components 
increased the effective levels of protection and profitability for carmakers. This resulted in 
further proliferation of vehicle models (Lamprecht, 2005) as carmakers attempted to gain 
more market share. For example, in 1993 the seven OEMs produced 39 vehicle passenger and 
light commercial vehicle models (Lamprecht, 2005) for the relatively small domestic market 
at that time. This necessitated a drastic change in policy to transform the inward orientated, 
low volume and technologically backward industry. The Motor Industry Task Group (MITG) 
was appointed to investigate and recommend future automotive policy direction. Its 
recommendations led to the introduction of the MIDP. 
3.2 The MIDP and its Expected Effect on Local Content 
The MIDP, launched in 1995, was an attempt by policymakers to incentivise the industry to 
rationalise vehicle production and to prepare it for future foreign competition. This was to be 
achieved by encouraging both exports (to increase production and improve economies of 
scale) and imports (to introduce foreign competition and to enable carmakers to increase or 
maintain their market share). 
This restructuring of the industry was designed to achieve the three main objectives of the 
MIDP, which were to enable the industry to; 
• provide high quality and affordable vehicles and components to domestic and 
international markets. 
• provide sustainable employment through increased production 
5 See Black (I994) and Lamprecht (2005) for a more detailed analysis of the import substitution 
policies in South Africa before the MIDP. 
6 Carmakers could increase component imports and still meet the requirements of the local content 
programme by expanding exports. 
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• make a greater contribution to the economic growth of the country by increasing 
production and achieving an improved sectoral trade balance. 
The major policy parameter~ were: 
• A tariff phase down schedule that reduced nominal tariffs rates to 40 % for 
completely built-up (CBU) vehicles, and 30 % for completely knocked down (CKD) 7 
components by 2002, and at a rate that was faster than that required by the WTO. 
• Abolition of local content requirements and the establishment of an import-export 
complementation (lEC) scheme. This allowed both carmakers and suppliers to earn 
"import rebate credit certificates" (IRCC) from exporting. These could be used to 
either offset import duty on the imports of completely built-up units (CBU) and 
components, or could be traded in the open market. 
• A duty free allowance (DF A) for assemblers of 27% of the wholesale value of the 
vehicle for the importation of original equipment components. 
• A Small Vehicle Incentive (SVI) provision was made in the form of a higher duty 
free allowance for low cost vehicles. 
The main element, the IEC scheme, was to enable carmakers to offset most of the import duty 
on imports of vehicles and components by exporting. The value of the IRCCs generated by 
exports equalled the local content value of exports. In order to cope with foreign competition, 
due to reduced tariffs on vehicles, carmakers were expected to reduce costs by reducing the 
number of models that they were producing and increase volumes per model. They would 
then import the rest of the models, at close to world prices using the IRCCs to offset import 
duties, in order to maintain their market share. 
Behind these measures to increase volumes per vehicle model was an attempt to increase local 
content. The expected increase in demand for components, due to the production of higher 
vehicle volumes per model, .would lead to gains in economies of scale and productivity. This 
would make locally manufactured components cheaper and would improve local content. The 
MIDP was then expected to transform the domestic component industry and enable it to 
supply cheaper, technologically advanced products to a restructured domestic vehicle 
, A CKD pack of components is a pack of components that is imported to be assembled into a vehicle. 
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assembly industry and to the export market. This positive effect on local content was expected 
to offset the negative effect caused by the reduction in tariffs on components. 
Increasing local content in vehicles by cheaper, technologically advanced local components 
was key to the achievement of the MIDP's objective of cheaper vehicles. Higher levels of 
local content would also be very important for the objective of improving the sectoral trade 
balance, because higher local content in vehicles means lower component imports and higher 
foreign exchange generated per exported vehicle. 
Since its inception in 1995, the MIDP has gone through a number of reviews, the first one in 
1999 and the second one in 2002, where it was decided by government to extend the 
programme to 2012, but at reduced levels of assistance to the industry. Tariffs were to be 
reduced further and the value of IRCCs generated through exports was to be reduced through 
the ratios shown in column 4 of Table 2 below. In the 2002 review, the SVI was also phased 
out as vehicle price trends had made it worthless (Lamprecht, 2005). 
Table 2: Reduced Assistance for the Vehicle Industry under the MIDP 
Year Import duty Value of export performance 
Built up light vehicles Original equipment components Built up vehicles and components 
(excluding tooling) 
1999 50,5% 37.5% 100% 
2000 47% 35% 100% 
2001 43,5% 32,5% 100% 
2002 40% 30% 100% 
2003 38% 20% 94% 
2004 36% 28% 90% 
2005 34% 27% 86% 
2006 30% 26% 82% 
2007 30% 25% 78% 
2008 29% 24% 74% 
2009 28% 23% 70% 
2010 27% 22% 70% 
2011 26% 21% 70% 
2012 25% 20% 70% 
Source: Lamprecht (2006) 
As shown in Table 2, in 1999 an exporter of R 100 worth of qualifying products with 50 
percent local content would generate IRCCs valued at R50 (R 100 x 50 %). These IRCCs 
could be used to rebate all the 37.5 % import duty on components that are valued at R 50, 
should the holder of these IRCCs decide to import components. In 2004, an exporter of R 100 
worth of qualifying products with 50 % local content would generate IRCCs worth only R 45 
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(R 100 x 50 % x 90 %), which could be used to rebate all the 28 % import duty on 
components that are valued at R 45, should the holder of these IRCCs decide to import 
components. 
The 1999 review gave a new form of assistance to carmakers in the form of the Productive 
Asset Allowance (PAA), where an investor of a qualifying project would generate IRCCs 
equal to 20 percent of the value of the investment, spread over five years. This means that if 
an investor invested R 100 million in a qualifying project, R 20 million worth of IRCCs 
would be generated. These IRCCs could be used to rebate import duty equal to R 20 million 
of automotive imports, over five years. 
4. CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS IN THE SOUTH AFRICAN AUTOMOTIVE 
INDUSTRY 
4.1 Investment, Ownership and Restructuring 
The early stages of the MIDP saw Multinational Corporation (MNC) carmakers moving in to 
acquire ownership of the domestic assemblers, which were previously licensed to produce 
their products. MNC first tier suppliers followed by acquiring ownership of some domestic 
suppliers, mainly through the establishment of subsidiaries and joint ventures (Barnes, 
Kaplinsky and Morris, 2004). The change in ownership was swiftly followed by a surge in 
investment, by both assemblers and component manufacturers, mainly to expand capacity and 
modernise plants for exports programmes (Black, 2001; Barnes and Kaplinsky, 2000b). The 
growth in investment in the 'sector can be observed in Figure 1. As can be seen in the figure, 
most of the total investment and new investment has been in the production activities of the 
industry, which also involves increasing local content. 
Under foreign ownership, the industry has mostly restructured and rationalised vehicle 
production. There has been an improvement in vehicle manufacturing in terms of model 
production volumes and in economies of scale. Industry statistics show a drop in the number 
of models manufactured. The reduction in the number of models produced can be observed in 
Figure 2. which shows a reduction in the number of models produced by 43 percent, from 21 
to 12 models, between 1996 and 2005. 
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This re,uuc luring In vehicl e prod ucliol1 i, "1'0 reflect~d by Ih e gro\\ th in lr.e trade of Tllfllor 
vehid~s "' ,nown in Figure 3. There hos been" rapid increase Ln both exp"'l al1d Lmp0tl of 
,'chicles between 1<)<)(, and ZOO',. Impom of mOlor ,~hicle, h",-~ irK'r~"sed, as lr.e 10", 
volume modds Ih"1 "ere previously proo u<.'ed ar~ r~pbc~d hy imports_ E'porlS show a 
"mil", growlh I,end . allhough Ihi , growlh '~~mS 10 huve slowed down since ZI)(IZ 
Figu,e 3: Trade in M01m Vehicle_, (Ul1iIS) 
'(){lOOJ 
All in., aoove m~mior",d de,elop"",nb, Ih e reduclion in the number of man"foclured vchicle 
m()(\e l, ~ rld the ge ner~ l in<:fe~", in vel"de prootlClion d"" 10 Ihe s"rge in expotl' "nd loc"l 
demand shou ld have le d to gains In cconomies (If _,calc and ,educed producliorl CoSIS lor 
c"rmJk~", Tn., prod uction co,t, ,houl<1 Iwve be~n r~duc~d [un,l",r by cheaper c(lmjXlrlCnt 
imporls, "hieh are k ing di,coumed by Ihe IReO;. 
There has been no dear e"iderK'e lhal Ihe carmaker, are palling on (he_,e gains in com to 
consumers th rough cheaf"1 car price' IFl al1cr., _ 200S; Kaplan, 2005), 11 i, p"nicul"ri)' 
diliic,,1110 imcsligale Ih e :>Clu~l effec llh"llhe MITJP h,", h~d (In .001", vehicle prices, This is 
mainly because lhe car pri ccs in Soulh .'Hri ca have to he cOIllj,",ed 10 lbe CJ' pri ce, in other 
co unlrie s , The re sulIS arc ver)' sens ilive. in p"~ ic ul~r. 10 Ihe exchange rale, ,,_,cd_ Final price, 
p~id hy Ih~ consumer .r~ "Iso inllul"oc~d hy deale, m"'gi"" exci"" dUlie, "nd countr} 
specific !Jxes, which di ffer alT\OOlg mumries, When Bar"",. M(lrris and K"pl i",ky (20041. 
attemptcd to contro l for Ihese laelOr'S. lhe) came I(l lhe concl"sion lhat tllC,e i, 110 evidence 
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thai , ugg",~ Ih.tl ,he' MII)~ k" ",,;,,,<1 c:;r I'ri "", 111 Snuth "'fnc" o.IlO'C II..,,,, in nth"r 
'''OI.l1Ilri ", (\.1 K amI Eul"OJ'C) f(lt" Ih" ,amc "",,,,,,I, 
4.2 Ill'{K>rt PCfldmr;"" 
Onc "f (II" ma in "bjee,;"", of the r>1I [)P, a., ' toted in 'ection J, was to ill'(lrove the JUIOJll;)tiv. 
ul du.,lIy· , [fMc balance. In the 'OOIt term. inl['"lm "etc e_~["'cteJ (() rise, as compoLlell1 
impo1'1S were reqUIred for the prooucr;{)" of 'ch1d", for the eX[l<>fI progr:nlllll"" ond v. hide 
import. "'etc al><l expecled [(} ri se, a, c..-m::tler, rleecled to ffiliLltain m,.-lel ,h,~e. ,\, 
predicted. growth In IJTl>0Il penetration III the industry 'lid O('e,,, '" ,hOI" 11 in Figure 4. 
r'gure 4: IJTl'Ort PenetrJrioo in lhe South ,\frj"aIl AU!oIDJt"'~ l'l<lustry 
"',-----------, 
. ---- -.. - -- .-.... .. . 
l --- I uL. Ac"k> " ''-'''' ''-''''''''"'''''''' ''''<' 
noo. >00.. «' nrs cia" 
. ... . . . _ • • ••• •• • 4 ·--
_.- ... _.' .- .. ' -
,\, ,'an be" ,"en ill Figur~ 5. the tmde balan<:~ of Ihe aUIOIDJtiw ind",try did Improve b<:IW"C~l 
l~ arld 2001. b!~ ha, d,:leflomwd ,incc, ~1or,' ,en'nlly Ihe,,' 11,,, b<:cn arl CXin,ordmary 
iLlCfea,~ in imports , ",'hi l •• xpnlt groM h , low.d, ,~,ultiLlg ill a f",:ord nomillal JutOIooi;\ e 
If",]" <loki! nf Rn, 7 b11 1ioo In 2(1(1';, 'Il,;s ,Hieil, J..~\ en lhe r"'"'' '''' 1.l!1 Ihe Rand h}' 1110 
n"erall natlOnJIlr::tcic ddkit.ol apprnximJtely G % In GDP in 2005, h"" serious inflation"ry 
;IT(ll;CJI;'--"'" 
A r"'.JOf c"u,c of ,his ,]"'criorai10n 111 the aulomJII\',' In~]" <\erICil i, th,' unnlICclcd , urge In 
mo lor ""hie ]" "' ~'ort" "llhollgh lho:}' conlnbllle<1 a rdalively ,mall e' pcrWnl"gc or i 'l,S 
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"",,,em 10 the auwmOli.e Lr"rie ridic;! in 20()~_ Thi, rapid increase in vchicle impom. 
bct" ccn 2()()3 and 2005 can be clearly ob,cn cd from Figure J "lxw~, 
Fi glLre 5: AUlOmoIivc Trade Balance 12(){X) constant price" in billion I,"rKi,) 
30 
20 
o 
20 
30 
_ 'mports 
EEiiI E,pNts 
- Trade Bala<1ce 
A combination of factOf' is behind thi, appetite for ,chicle imporls, The curren! expan,ion in 
loc"l demand. 1m, lower eff ee li\ " ~o, 1 of \ ~hicl~ i"'porl' gi,'en Ille reduction in 1arj fl< and the 
ailili!)' to "hale If"j1<)" duly u,ing JRCC" IOgeliler ,,;lh undcrinve,(mcm by carmakers S"~m 
to be Ihe main foctors. 
The i,IC'''",'' in irn poH pend'"lion h)' for~ign component' would lead to a rcdllCtion in Ihe 
leye], of local conlcnl If' hOlh Incall)' manufac Lured components atld yehicles if it is occurring 
"I a r ",Ie' poc~ Ih"n tfle i""r~a," in dO"""li~ ""wITlOtive proJ,o::tion . 
• 1.3.1 Declining lo:flective Rate, of l'rOlcc liOlllor Local Sllppliers 
A maior de,·"lop"",nl un rkr the MTD P hOI hee n " reo'O::I inn in lh" df eeliH ratcs 01 protection 
[or tr.e domestic compoo;cnl ioou<iry {Black and \hlchell. 21l1l2: Bame, arid Rla~k. 2003: 
Flatter.. 2(Xl5). This ,eems 10 hav" contrihuleo 10 11)2 surge in wmroncn! import" ,hown in 
Fig,,'" 4 allO"e. 
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Il1e fc'lIu"ing !'Au f,.;tOf' seem to he behind thi' perceived decline in I"'otecli,", for II ", Inc.1 
~u"""m': nI' n~Hl"I"~1 urn" 
• ril~ rc{j""1iun 111 t"ritI, 00 c~m nnpofiS (0 ~()% in 2002, OJ,'! Ihe f\llther 
,,'tiu(.11('11> '" >l1('" '' in Table 2 .vove, 
• The Import-"~pon eornplement:lI~'"' (lEO ,che"", 111m en.hl,,;. IIw ind", IT),!c' import 
"'-'''~X'l<' nb ";senti"l i, {jUly fre" u'in~ IRCC, 
TIll' n'mbiTlallOll of the", (wo factors me:u, 11,,( i"~lOrI' ale he('oming dw"r,:r, a' I.o<i ll;. '--'" 
~uml"-""'Tlh pil ,,,c oo"n ",><I as lilt" currell! gro,, (h in " hide and componenl "' llOrI, i, 
mabling the {',uDI"ker, 10 gener.ore gr.c, ler .o",(" nD< of IRee" which ~"" "'" u,n! Ie' impurt 
(I.: ~()<Tlpoo ems, As ,h.--."n 1:1 FLgure 6, lhe vnlue of IRee, gener:;ted h) CXjXl<'[iTl j! 1ncn;",cd 
(lr"malic" lly , inc~ 1'1<) 7, but Ik,s decline d ,"ceml) hee" "" expol'! growlll h,,, ,luw,'d 'inw 
21J02 (shown '" ~jgurt', 3 ""d 5, """vel, 1'1", ,-"I"" of elil'lhle "'1"-'<'[1 I"" ,,1,,-, d,'CIiTl"d in Ij"" 
with II", n'd,.:liOll in Ihe volL., of cfedi(, eOJ'J",d 1n ",bl ion to ~xl'()rt' (~, ,h"wTl in T,,1l1e 2, 
~u!u",n ~), 
Figure' 6: V" l lIe of lRCC, Genefoted 11) E~p .. ti ng If{ m) 
2WOO 
10000 t------
• ~~."" <Xp"" " 
i""'""n",...1 
t:l , .. ,1/ ''''< """ 
Catal;1ic {'OOwfle", the le",lT ng cOII~XH",m "XIu-1 prexl,l(;ts. lise platinum group metal, 
(l'(;M,) inWn"veiy '" input' The gr.'l<l ,, "1 re,!uC l.lOn in 11.: ,'"I"al,,-,,' 0 1' 11.:,"" met~b used In 
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catalytic converters, for IRCC calculation purposes, reduces local content in these products 
and would, therefore, also have the effect of reducing the value of IRCCs generated by 
catalytic converter exports. 
These lower levels of effective protection would discourage investment in the local 
component industry. which is needed for increasing the levels of local content in domestically 
manufactured vehicles. The Productive Asset Allowance (PAA), which is given to carmakers, 
could go a long way in attracting investment into the component industry. In its current form 
the PAA has been criticised for not encouraging investment in the component industry 
(Barnes and Black. 2003). The main problem is that for a project to qualify it needs to be 
linked to an OEM rationalisation project. This would, therefore, exclude many useful 
investment projects by carmakers, which could be targeting improvements in local content in 
components. 
4.3.2 Introduction of New Vehicle Models 
The pre-MIDP automobile industry included the production of vehicle models that were a 
couple of generations old by world's standards (Black, 2001). In order to have successful 
export programmes. producers had to introduce new models of superior quality and 
technological standards, suitable for exporting to the markets of the developed nations. 
Another benefit for the carmakers of these new models is that production costs could be 
reduced substantially through component and platform sharing among vehicle models. This 
was not possible on the old models, where in most cases every model had its own specific 
parts. 
These new models would require state of the art components, which are likely to be imported. 
The high correlation in vehicle production and component imports (Figure 7 below) seems to 
confirm this argument. As can be seen in Figure 7, the increase in component imports has 
been faster that the increase in vehicle production, suggesting decreasing levels of local 
content in these new vehicle models produced in South Africa. This would be disappointing 
to policy makers as the demand for these new components was expected to be satisfied by the 
(recent technologically upgraded) domestic subsidiaries and joint venture tier one firms. 
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Figure 7: Motor Vehicle Production (units) and Component Imports (2000 prices) 
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The production of some of these old models, such as the VW Citi Golfl, has not been phased 
out completely, as these models are still popular in the domestic market. Phasing out the 
production of these old models at a slower pace could be crucial for some local suppliers in 
the short run, as revenue is required for the upgrading of plants, in order to compete with the 
component imports before protection is reduced further. 
4.3.3 Sourcing of Component Subsystems 
The sourcmg of component subsystems by carmakers has important implications for 
component firms in the developing countries. Before subsystem sourcing, carmakers used to 
source individual, standardised components from a large number of suppliers. These parts 
would then be kept as inventory until they were needed on the assembly line. The close 
proximity required under component subsystem sourcing, due to the bulky nature of these 
parts. means that most of their manufacturing and assembling needs to take place in the 
country where the vehicles are assembled. This should give the domestic suppliers, especially 
the subsidiaries and joint ventures of MNCs, an advantage over foreign suppliers. This would 
then raise local content levels in vehicles manufactured locally. 
Such a positive effect on local content would not be significant if the MNC owned subsidiary 
suppliers are used by the carmakers to simply assemble parts manufactured in the developed 
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countries. These components are likely to be imported as ready to assemble packs for specific 
vehicle models. 
The fact that these packs are likely to contain complete parts for specific models means that 
there would be very limited opportunities for local suppliers to contribute to the 
manufacturing of parts for the new car models. It could also be argued that the persistent trade 
deficit9 in components, despite the current significant tariffs on components, is indicative of 
such a simple import-and-assemble strategy by the domestic carmakers and first tier 
suppliers. This strategy requires light investments and would be cost effective given the 
technology challenges of the domestic component industry. 
It has been shown in this section, therefore, that the structure of the industry has been 
dramatically transformed by the MIDP. There has been a change in ownership, an increase in 
investment, and vehicle model rationalisation has taken place. The challenge remains on the 
imports side, with the deteriorating automotive trade deficit and no evidence of an increase in 
local content. 
5. DATA AND METHODOLOGY 
5.1 Local Content Measures 
Various sources of data are used in this paper to map the levels and general trends in local 
content for the locally manufactured components and motor vehicles. Some local content 
measures try to capture all the value added created by the operations of the firms, which, aside 
from the local component purchases, would also include wages, administration costs and firm 
profits. Local content on a product would then be measured as the proportion of all the costs 
incurred locally and firm profits to the total wholesale price of the product. Some of the 
measures used in this dissertation are calculated differently. For example, in section 7 some 
measures consider local content only as local component purchases as a percentage of total 
component purchases by a firm. Such local content measures, therefore, do not take firm 
assembly costs and firm profits as local content. All these measures as would be discussed in 
section 7 are subject to the deviations of the exchange rate. 
8 The VW Citi Golf was the 4th top selling car in 2003 (DTI, 2004). 
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5.2 The Datasets 
In section 6 of this dissertation a dataset of component firms from the South African 
Automotive Benchmarking Club (SAABC) is used to assess local content in component 
products manufactured in the country. The Club has a membership of 70 firms. Sixteen firms, 
of the 62 firms that were in our data, that also supply the aftermarket were excluded from the 
analysis, leaving 46 firms in the sample. Information on these firms is available from 2000 to 
2005. The shortcoming of this data is that there is a potential sample bias, where the fact that 
these firms have chosen to be benchmarked might be correlated with some of their firm 
characteristics. which are different from those of firms that chose not to be benchmarked. 
Hopefully, such firm differences do not have any influence on local content. The 46 firms do 
not represent the whole component industry, but this dataset is the best available source of 
independently benchmarked automotive component firm data in South Africa. 
Section 7 uses various measures of local content, sourced from different industry institutions. 
Export data from the International Trade Administration Commission (IT AC), which 
manages the IEC component of the MIDP is used to measure local content on exported 
vehicles and components. Other measures, from the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) , 
National Association of Automobile Manufacturers of South Africa (NAAMSA) and the 
National Association of Automotive Component and Allied Manufacturers (NAACAM), are 
also used. 
6. COMPONENT FIRMS AND LOCAL CONTENT 
6.1 The Levels of Local Content in Components 
The average level of local conteneo in the products of the 46 component manufacturing firms 
in the sample has been very stable, ranging only between 53 and 56 percent over the last six 
years as can be seen from Figure 8 below. Such stability is rather surprising given the import 
penetration in the automotive industry observed earlier in section 4.2 of this dissertation. Even 
the currency, which was very volatile between 1999 and 2002, does not seem to have had any 
effect on the sourcing behaviour of these component firms. 
See the trade balance of coml?onents for 2003-2004 in Table A.3 in Appendix A. 
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Thi, , tability of local ~onlcnl cou],1 [,., du~ w ,(,,[i,lie"1 j'SLoeS ",here (he firms in ltlc ,ample 
"ro (00 di\~r"" in krm' of ,-,woer,hip. morhl focus and size. The local COnlenl Ir~rxl' for 
(he,c different groups cooid l:>e in oppo,itc direclion" relulliog in the "pparen[ ",'crag" 
,tability. The d ied on loc al co nlCO' of firm ~"'r\Crshjp, ticr ,lalUS atld \1 ", targel r,,"rhl for 
the firm' " inve't igated in ttl;, next ",b",cllOns. 
Figure 8: A V"",g~ Le\'ds of Local CDr)l<.'f" in Ih~ For",,' Component' (%) 
1 
" ,------------------------------------
6 .1.1 Firm OWO<orship arl(] Local C"'l(cnt 
II " "pp"rent frow Figure 9 !:>eiow, lhal firm uwnership <inc, ha\ie an citecl on II", le" ei uf 
loco ] cunte rW in the procluclS uf the different component firm" M!',C owtlcll firm, haH 10"'" 
level, of local con!cm rcia(;\·c to !he locall),' ow·nLu firms. 
Ooe limila!ion or the dala is Ihallhe film nWrI""hip giv"n to ttle finn, lor "lIlhe jear, i, their 
year 2005 ow"""hip. A firm Iha( was inili""~ domeSlic"lI, o,,,,,,J 1:>on ,,·os lawr acquired by 
f(lteigrl Ow,"'" would be regiqered ,.., has been ~IKC o,,·ned for al l Ihe y""rs. II i> therdu,e 
p<>"ible (h"t ,u"", of tl", firllls Iwrn tl", ~INC group were Soulh .'IfrL"on owned for many of 
Ih., y""rs b<:for., ZUO'). II", 10c,,1 conWnt I~,ds of If,,, />.iKC [,rms for the years kfme 200') 
should. Iherdore . k bia""d upwards as iI inc ludes a number of finn, lilat were Jomestically 
o,,'neJ by therl. whi ch woul,1 Orl "yeroge have higl"'r locol cootent_ 
10 Th" annual local COfllL'fll ,'. Iu", 1'"..- th~ rirm, hay" been wci~hLcJ b), Iheir 2005 lOlal rew,",,' ,'.It"" 
in all the an.I)" i, in till> _<ectio<1. 
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Local content for th~ MNC limlS ,eems to haH picked up rather slighlly frum 21)()(J to 201n. 
but dropped 'lighlly "[1,erw"ru~, The local LOntcm l~\'d, of the 1oc"1l}' owrlCd fLrm.' rlropped 
'lighlly from 200l1() 20(J3. but l'ickCi] ur slightly aflerw"rU' to lheor original le,els by 2005. 
Figure 9: LO<'al COfl~nt by Fiml O"nershlp (%j 
'00 
n ... ~, SA"BC 
The /vINC o" neJ firm, _,hook! huve rdatively .,uonger operalional rei"lions "jth the 
carmaker., at)(] mould. [h"rdore. be expected [() undenah some of Iheir component imporl 
""embling "cli,ilib. Th;, would. therefore, rc,,,ll in lower le,~ls of 10<:"1 conlenT in IiIC 
products of the \lNC ""ned component firm" Th~ firm data "hu "how (ilat (he I>1/';C owned 
firm' ",e higger in term; of sales revenue (""crage sale, ,e,"cooe for Soulh Alr;,,"n OW'lCd 
(irms" equal to ~S % ofthc "INC firm" a"~,"ge sales re,'enu e)"oo arC les~ laboor im~n.,i,,~. 
suggesting a higher leyei of autom"lion by Ihe l\·INC firms. Thc lower I~,d, 01 local conTenl 
by lhe l\JI\C ov.·neJ f"m~ mean Ihatlhe" arc doing reiatiYely less componenl m"nufacluring 
in South Africa compareo 10 th~ iocally """"0 firms, Tbi, is unforlunate, as it should he 
e~rec leJ Ihm proouclion by " foreign o"neJ riml woulJ have important spill0"€r elfe,'" 10 
thc indu",y', due mainly to Ih"ir expected superior t~d][}ology and m"''''gemelll skills. (j lobal 
experic'1<'e Joe" hov. e"er, show mixed rew i,;. on IIIC eximence of technolog}' "pillo,'ers b}' 
"IKes to i(X'ai indumie, (Oochino. 2()()(); Suba,h, 2006; Helbk, 2()()..j). 
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(,,1_2 Market Focus mod Local CocLlenl 
II should 1"" expeClN that ttl" local cl>t1t~n( le,ds in ,be firm's products wo uld alS<) be 
infhIC'lCed hy the (ype of pnxlocb lha l (b~6~ firms arc manufocturing. Ttl" prodocl' produced 
by li~r one firms are likely (0 ~ ,'a,(]y different from (lime produced by tier (wo" lim,>, A.' 
,flown in Figure 10 he\o". (ier ''' 0 linn< have ,'cr~' hLgh local Cl>t1lenll~"eh in (he" prod",, (,. 
a,'craging 90 perccnt. which is moch higb~r lhan Ihal 0( (ier ()(IC firm,. "hich a,eraged 
awlJl1d W p"reenl o\'e r the si, j'ear period_ 
Figure 10: Local Content by Fiml Mor~e( Focus; Tier 1 and Tier 2 firm.' 
Sou"", SAABC 
IlTier2 Firms 
. T,erl For ms 
The higher local con(Cl1! of the (i~r ("0 firm, could ~ due 10 lb" faCl (hallheir products are 
raw malerial ha6ed and ,eiali,-ell' simpler . nd would. therd",e. have hig her loc.l lnputs 
Some of the lier one firm ' shoukl also be Involved in major jU \l -in -(imc a.",embling 
oP<'ralior" of ComPOll~nt impom fur (he carmakers, which would (hen result in (he lower 
levds o f local C()(llenl, A marke~ oricnLalLon difference [hat ,hould abo h",'o '001e 
significaoce in tbe local COnlen( of Ih ese firm, i6 lhoi eXPO" mar~et compared 10 the I[IC.I 
market. As can 1", ,~en ill hgur~ 11. "xp'-'rIlng lim" ha,-~ re]ali,ely hi gher local conlent 
compared 10 non -exponing fi rms 
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'OO r---
00 
" 
'" 
a:ion-"_g Fir ..... 
i . ~ <pOrt n~ FI'tI'6 
Th( r~gr~> .. utl nHxlol< L~ml rUC(cd in I)'" •• '''Ii"" at,,, ,how lhal flm, """el,h,p .,,<1 marht 
focu< h .. ,·c an cf(~'t:( ,," the locil (0."""" [",," of the lim,,' prod"ct!;. Th~ ~v~ .. ge lo.:a l 
~nnIC"( ,'.luC) (or ,he .ix YC~I pcnod hn ,flo: ri m .. ... ~,.., , egre<.«-"l agili ml a ",( [If ;.,1kp.'fI<k"m 
v,trlabk,. Th~,... (jUri ~11C\:;flc indc!"-" ,,t..'nl . al i~blcs arc as (0110"" MNC (firm " ... ocrsh ip 
<.Iumm! »nablc). Ti.:r I Iflfm u", ,,~, .. ~ ~ .. mrn~· ,a..abld . Emplo!"""'''t. T,,"''' .... '' (,.~le> 
fC\"cnucl ~OO t::\I'O(I' ("",I.:..-Ilt of lilt: rtnooCd goods up<lIlcd b! 3. finn). '!'he I'<!!l,e;;..i ... , 
C<j"'UM i, II> f" lIo," <; 
Where: MNC. .. I ',1 a firm is ",IN!.: o"'ned arid 
o If ~ firm i~ 10~.1I)' 0,","00 
z J ,f Q J 11m ' l~lu. i. Ti", 1 and 
= {j ,r a f,nn'~ 51alul is ' I Lcr 2 
I. T icr Z II",,, .r. d"Ii"".! in ,h" """1",, a, 'h,,'" ",>mi>',,,,, ,ll. ma"uC,,,,,uring fim" ,haL ,up!,l )' Ihd r 
pr"" I~·t, o"'y 10 0''''' I-'''''p''""n" ,"an~f",,'uti"~ firrTl.', fic, 1 firom arc I'm" that , ",~>l)' Il>:"i' 
prod\><1' (·, cla, ;w' ), '(l r"rm ~" .... ,'. 
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The ,coull> are ,fIo",n in l'"ble AA of the Appendix. As can he sccn on the tahlc, most of (he 
ind"l>cnrlcn( -ariabl es ar" highJ\' in,ignific"nt, "hhough their co.'tfi~i~m ,ign" are ~on,i'km 
",ith the analy,i, in I'i gur", 9 ro 11 a]x",,,. Only iirm owner:-hip i, ,ignificant at lhe 5 percent 
lewl of ,ignifi~"oce. Ot the in,ignificant ,'ariah l"s, Ticr I i.' Ih" mosr significam. ]"'[ only al 
the.12 I>crcenl Icvel 01 ,ignificarlCe, The in,ignific"nce of the"e ,ariable, cook! he caused hy 
multicollinearity, "hich occurs ",hen mo,t of tne irldep.ondent \'ari"hl~, ",e relmed or 
correlated with each other. Thi , corrclalion IS vcr:- IIk"ly in our analyses because, lor 
,,~amplo. Tier I iirm, are likely to he ~1NC owned ""ith a higher tumm'cr. "mployment and 
export<. In Tahlc 3 klow tn" highly in,ignilic"~l ,'"ri"ble, were (aken oUi of the mooel. wi(n 
M\'C and TIer I firm heing thc only independent ,'ariaIJ l"s left in Ih" '''gression equat ion. 
Th" rc,uirii 'how thaI [he modd im pw.' ed "' lhe".. t",o independent '"ri"bles expl"in 36 
percent of 'a,ialion in the firms' local C(lrller\4, which i, an impro,'''ment from (ne.13 perce rW 
Oplai rlCd "",i"lion bl the orig;n~1 fivc variab les. This is "ho\vn by 1I>c Adjusted R-S'Iuar"d, 
in Table.1 be low and T"bk,\,4 of (he Appendix. 
Th" ,ignificance oi the whole model al.,o improvcd a' [he I'-stat i,tic ;ocr"ased 10 14. f"~n 5J, 
in the prc"ious mOd,,1 of Ii v" rrKieper;Jent "",iable,. The tier ,IWu, dummy v"ri"ble. Tier L 
irnpro,,,,1 its ,ign i fi~anc" h)' a big margin from ]'Cing ,igni fi canl only at rhe 31.8 b'ci 01 
,igni licanc" to tllC lK7 pe,cenl lewl of ,ignific"nce. 
Table 3: Lea",t Squ"'ed Rcgre",ion Result' for Local Content LeHls 
C""' _"" t, 
The codiicient, of the"" two var iahles (in Tabk 3) show Inat Ihe a,'erage local content of an 
"INC owned firm would k 35.2 pe rcent lo\\'er than tnw of a locally owned firm am the 
"""rag" local conlont of" tier '-'fle fi,m would he L1.71>crc"m lower lhan lh,u of a iirm Ihar 
suppli"" othe, component firm.' (Ii", 2 firm) Firm o"'rlC"h ip, Ihorefore, ",em, 10 be a 
lk~i,ive fa~ror in 1e""ls of local content for th<'".. component fi,m" 
The mod,,1 rCiiult, in Table 3 lhen show lhal a firm that is MNC own"d and "upp lic, it' 
prexlucts e,cI",;'e];' 10 c",m"kc" (tier one] would have an a,'crage local contem of 41.4'1 
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(90.4% - 35.2% - 13.7%). These statistical results are consistent with the results that were 
presented in Figures 9 to 11 above. 
6.3 Changes in the Firms' Levels of Local Content 
The dynamic results show very interesting developments. The firms in the data set were 
separated into two groups, a group made up of firms that have increased local content and a 
group that has reduced or not changed it over the six year period. The features of the firms in 
the two groups are presented in Table 4 below. 
6.3.1 Descriptive Statistics 
A slight majority (51.8%) of the firms in the group that have improved their levels of local 
content are MNC owned. In comparison, a landslide majority (70.5%) of the firms that have 
reduced local content are South African owned. This is consistent with what happened 
between 2000 and 2003 in Figure 9 above, where MNC owned firms increased local content 
and locally owned firms decreased it, rather slightly. The firms' relations with carmakers 
seem to have had an effect on the changes in local content as the majority of the firms that 
have changed local content are Tier 1 firms, 69% of the positive growers and 59 % of the 
negative local content growers. 
Table 4: Firm Features of Firms that Changed Local Content 
Firm Group SA Owned/Total Tier 1 Firms/Total Mean Firm Mean Labour 
Firms in the group Firms in the group Turnover (R m) Force Size 
LC growth rate> 0 48.2% 69% 177.2 260.3 
LC growth rate :s; 0 70.5% 59% 206.3 308.4 
It, therefore, seems that the ~outh African owned Tier 1 firms have reacted to globalisation by 
increasing the import content in their products. MNC owned Tier 1 firms seem to have begun 
forming relationships with domestic suppliers and have increased their local sourcing. 
6.3.2 Regression Results 
Regressions were also performed to see if the above mentioned developments could be 
supported statistically. The local content growth rates of the firms (LC Growth Rate) were 
regressed with two independent variables, the firm ownership (MNC) and the tier status of the 
firms (Tier 1). The aim of this was to establish whether firm ownership and the tier status of 
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the firms have any influence on whether the firms changed their local content in the last six 
years, as suggested by the re!,ults in Table 4. The results are shown in Table 5 below. 
Table 5: Least Squared Regression Results for Local Content Growth Rates 
Dependent Variable: LC Growth Rates 
Independent Variable Coefficient T -Statistic P-Ievels 
C -0.04 -0.2 0.8 
Tier 1 -0.2 -1.0 0.3 
MNC 0.2 1.0 0.2 
~djusted R-squared -0.006 F-statistic 0.8 
Durbin-Watson stat 1.9 P-Ievel (F-stat) 0.4 
As can be seen, both independent variables are highly insignificant meaning that there is no 
statistical evidence to suggest that firm ownership and the firm tier status have any influence 
on the firms' local content growth rates. The whole model is also highly insignificant as 
shown by the small value of the F-statistics and its p-level that is higher than 0.05. The 
Adjusted R-squared also sh9wS negative explained variation by the two variables, which is 
very unusual. 
The principal reason for these bad results is probably the fact that the local content for the 
firms is very stable as shown earlier in Figures 9 to Figure 11 above. The regression model 
above. therefore, is forcing the two independent variables to explain variation in the local 
content growth rates of the firms, when in actual fact the growth rates in the firms' local 
content levels are extremely small and insignificant. 
It was shown in this section, therefore, that firm ownership has a significant effect on the local 
content levels for the component firms' products. Foreign ownership tends to reduce local 
content. It is very likely that it is rather the characteristics of the foreign firms that really 
influence local content. For example, foreign owned component firms are likely to be larger 
tier one firms that undertake considerable component import assembling activities of the 
carmakers. Analysis by SA~BC, with a higher number of suppliers (70 firms) from the same 
database, also show that MNC owned suppliers have significantly lower local content 
(SAABC, 2006). It was also shown that these MNC owned firms were more profitable and 
operationally competitive than their locally owned counterparts, although the locally owned 
firms were improving the same variables at a faster pace. The domestically owned firms were 
also shown to spend more on research and development compared to the MNC owned firms. 
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7. CARMAKERS AND LOCAL CONTENT 
This section investigates local content levels in vehicles manufactured in South Africa. This is 
done mainly by measuring local content in exported vehicles. Local content in locally 
manufactured vehicles is alSo, indirectly, measured by using different industry measures of 
local content in the carmakers' component purchases. 
It was shown in section 4 that the industry has restructured production and this has resulted in 
increased model specialisation (shown in Figure 2). This restructuring was expected to 
increase component demand by carmakers. The surge in investment in the domestic 
component industry was expected to improve the supply side, in terms of capacity and 
technology standards. The combination of these factors should improve local sourcing by 
carmakers and improve levels of local content in locally manufactured vehicles. 
7.1 Automotive Exports and Local Content 
This section uses export data to measure local content in vehicles manufactured in South 
Africa. The export data is collected by IT AC for the IEC scheme of the MIDP. The South 
African automobile industry is increasingly outward orientated and levels of local content in 
exports should, therefore, give a fairly representative picture of the whole industry. The level 
of local content in exported motor vehicles is shown in Table 6. A striking observation is the 
low level of local content on the three different types of vehicles. 
Table 6: Local Content in Vehicle Exports (%) 
Motor Vehicle Type 1997 1998 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 
2006 
Jan-Jun 
PASSENGER VEHICLES 
50 49 42 38 39 35 36 37 39 
LIGHT COMMERCIAL 
VEHICLES 51 50 n.a. n.a. n.a. 39 36 35 28 
MEDIUM & HEAVY 
COMMERCIAL VEHICLES 45 50 n.a. n.a. n.a. 42 39 39 42 
Source: ITAC 
n.a. where data not available 
A substantial decrease in local content on the exported vehicles has been experienced over the 
years. especially in passenger vehicles and light commercial vehicles. For light commercial 
vehicles, the levels of local content have dropped from 51 % in 1997 to 35 % in 2005, and 
have dropped from 50 % to 37 % for passenger vehicles in the same period. The local content 
measure on exported vehicles used in Table 6 is very sensitive to the export price of vehicles, 
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as it is measured as wholesale price of a vehicle less the value of component imports. The 
strong rand would, therefore, reduce profits on export contracts and this would show as a 
decrease in local content. The big drop in this measure between 1998 and 2003 would also 
reflects the change in the type of vehicle models manufactured, and the sourcing of their 
components. The levels of local content on the exported vehicles is lower than local content 
on vehicles aimed at the domestic market, due to a degree of adaptation required for local 
conditions. 
The type of components that are exported in South Africa suggest a very interesting export 
and import strategy by the industry. The exported components are mostly basic and peripheral 
in nature, as observed in Table 7 belowl2, and have very high levels of local content. It should 
also be noted that not all the exported components are basic in nature. High-tech components, 
such as engine and engine parts and electrical equipments are also among the leading 
exported products by the domestic component sector, as shown in Table 7. Nevertheless, the 
generally peripheral nature, together with the export focus of most of these components 
appears to partly explain the low levels of local content in the domestically manufactured 
vehicles. 
Table 7: Local Content in Component Exports (%) 
Component Type 2003 2004 2005 2006 Jan-Jun 
CAT AL YTIC CONVERTERS (Including PGM reduction) II 81 82 61 57 
SEATS AND COMPONENTS INCL LEATHER COVERS 77 78 79 74 
ENGINES AND ENGINE PARTS 82 65 72 64 
TYRES AND TUBES 67 65 68 63 
WHEELS. BRAKES AND PARTS 89 89 87 86 
BODY PARTS 79 72 76 76 
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 62 57 62 56 
OTHER PARTS 72 72 80 79 
SILENCERS & EXHAUST SYSTEMS 84 84 79 76 
GLASS 75 78 89 78 
SUSPENSION PARTS 84 79 70 69 
RADIATORS 82 86 85 89 
TOOLING 84 78 71 87 
GEARBOXES. CLUTCHES & PARTS 73 74 75 71 
CKD 97 50 84 91 
AXLES: DRIVE & NON-DRIVE 69 74 71 70 
Source: IT AC 
12 The generally peripheral nature of the locally manufactured components can also be observed in 
Tables A.l and A.3 of the Appendix. 
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This is indicative of the raw material nature and the export-focus of the components 
manufactured by the domestic industry. 
The relatively low levels of technology in these raw material intensive components, such as 
catalytic converters, tyres and tubes, glass and leather seat covers reflects the generally low 
levels of investment by both OEMs and component manufacturing firms in 'real' component 
manufacturing in South Africa. The industry's argument is that the low demand and the 
associated lack of economies of scale do not justify the higher investments required for 'real' 
component manufacturing. A potential solution to the limits posed by the small domestic 
market would be to increase volumes of these higher value components through exports 
(Black and Bhanisi, 2006). This would be a challenge for the local subsidiaries and joint 
ventures component firms, as this would mean direct competition with the parent companies 
in the foreign markets. This could even jeopardise their local position, as the ability to sell to 
the locally based OEMs is directly linked to the relationships between the OEMs and their 
. 15 
parent compames . 
As discussed in section 2, these low levels of investment, low levels of Rand D activities, low 
technological development and low local content, which are the characteristics of the 
domestic component industry, are not unique to South Africa. They are a developing country 
phenomenon, given the global trends of follow sourcing and follow design. The challenges 
facing the component manufacturers in South Africa are exacerbated by the shortcomings in 
the national innovation system. These shortcomings, such as the shortage of skilled 
engineering personnel and the weakness of industry testing institutions, are general threats to 
the whole domestic manufacturing sector in South Africa (Roberts, 2006; Barnes and 
Lorentzen, 2004). 
Despite these challenges, there is some evidence that the MIDP is inducing some 
technological development, involving upgrading, learning and innovation among certain 
locally based component firms (Barnes and Lorentzen, 2004). These developments were also 
shown to be from a few exc~ptional firms in the industry, and their performance with regards 
to these technological developments was also shown to match that of average firms in the 
same fields in the advanced global industries. 
This export-import strategy of the OEMs has, therefore, created a disconnection between 
domestic component manufacturing and domestic vehicle assembly. The peripheral 
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Figure 13 shows that. in general, local content levels seem to have dropped slightly between 
1997 and 2002, and have improved slightly since 2004. The main difference between these 
measures is the fact that some of them take assembly firm costs and firm profits into account 
while some exclude them entirely from their calculations. All these measures are also subject 
to the deviations of the exchange rate, with the measures that are based on revenue also 
deviating with firm profits. 
Local content measures A and B are defined similarly, as they both measure local content 
only as component purchases and exclude assembly firm costs and firm profits. Local content 
measure A is derived from an annual firm survey by the DTI. This measure is biased upwards, 
as it also includes the import content in the local component purchases of the firms as local 
content. The difference in magnitude between the measures A and B is a reflection of this 
bias. 
Local content measure C also measures local content only as component purchases (excludes 
the import content in these purchases). but as a percentage of firm revenue. The difference 
between measures Band C, therefore, would reflect the magnitude of assembly firm costs and 
firm profits. If assembly costs and firm profits were positive, then measure C would be biased 
downwards relative to measure B. This is the case in Figure 13. There seem to have been an 
increase in these assembly costs and firm profits between 2002 and 2004, judging by the 
relatively steep drop in measure C compared to B. 
Local content measure D tries to measure local content by measuring the percentage of 
production costs in a vehicle that has been sourced locally. Firm assembly costs (not profits), 
would therefore. form part of local content, hence the relatively higher values of local content 
for this measure. This measure will also be influenced by the type of vehicle models 
manufactured. The old vehicle models, which were targeted to the domestic market, had 
higher local content, and the drop in this measure D between 1997 and 2002 could be a 
reflection of the phasing out of these models. 
It has been shown in this section, therefore, that local content in motor vehicle remains low 
and seems to have decreased under the MIDP, to levels below 40%. As would be expected 
after this finding, local content in component purchases of the carmakers is also low as shown 
by the measures in Figure 13. This is in contrast to the high levels of local content on 
exported components (Table 7). 
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8. CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS 
The findings from sections 6 and 7 of this dissertation, although informed by the limited data, 
are that local content in vehicles has remained low. The rationalisation in model production, 
together with the growth in production volumes has not led to an increase in local content, as 
expected by policymakers. The increase in vehicle production in the domestic industry seems 
to be supported by an increase in component imports. The tier one firms, especially those that 
are foreign owned, appear to be intensively involved in the assembly of these imported 
components, hence the relatively lower levels of local content in their products compared to 
that of products manufactured by locally owned firms. 
The generally raw material intensive, high local content components that are exported by the 
domestic component industry seem to be manufactured mainly for meeting IRCC needs, with 
the target being cost reduction in component and vehicle imports. It is apparent, therefore, 
that the strategy in the industry has been 'exporting in order to import', where the objective is 
to fight for market share of the local market (Black and Bhanisi, 2006). This is achieved by 
reducing import duty on vehicle imports and by reducing costs in the domestic vehicle 
assembly through cheaper component imports using IRCCs. This has raised the automotive 
trade deficit to very high levels. 
As argued in sections 4 and 7. the effective rates of protection for the component industry are 
very low, and as a result, the carmakers and component manufacturing firms do not find it 
worthwhile to invest in the 'real' component manufacturing in South Africa. These low levels 
of protection, together with the relatively low production volumes per vehicle model and the 
low technology base of the domestic components industry make component imports very 
attracti ve. 
It is apparent, therefore, that to survive in the long-run, the local component industry requires 
some form of protection and direct assistance, before tariffs are reduced further. In order to 
improve protection for component manufacturing, a slight change in policy could reduce the 
value of the IRCCs used to buy component imports. This could be done through further 
reductions in the ratios being used to convert exports to IRCC values (Table 2, column 4). 
This should eliminate the increasing cost disparities between imported components and 
locally manufactured components. This would also improve the rates of return on investments 
in real component manufacturing in South Africa. The PAA should also be extended to all 
component manufacturing related investments. It should be ensured that the extension of PAA 
to component manufacturers does not just increase production of the type of components that 
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are currently produced in the industry. The PAA could be used to encourage the production of 
higher value added components. 
It is therefore difficult to see the MIDP's objective of increasing local content being achieved 
in the current shape of the programme given the above-mentioned IRCC generating strategies 
of the OEMs. However, it would also be premature to terminate the programme at the 
moment, even if the above mentioned interventions are not taken. This is because there are 
many current and expected changes in the market and the industry that might change the 
current strategies of the OEMs. 
There are also serious long-term threats to the South African component industry that must be 
taken into account by policy makers. The South African industry has benefited mainly from 
the operations of the German-owned manufacturers, as a result of their low global capacity 
and higher production costs in Germany at the beginning of the MIDP. The integration of new 
EU members has provided low cost production sites, closer to the home market for the 
German-owned carmakers (German vehicle manufacturers already account for half of all the 
production in this region (VDA, 2007)). Given high transportation costs as result of its 
distance from European markets the South African industry would find it difficult to compete 
with firms based in these new EU states. The emergence of China and India as serious 
automotive players and the capacity they have built in a short space of time shows that they 
will be major exporters soon. Their comparative advantage due mainly to their low labour 
costs makes them major threats to the relatively labour intensive segments of the component 
sector. 
Despite the current challenges to the domestic industry, all indications point to the fact that 
the domestic market is likely to grow faster than previously expected. It has been estimated 
that annual domestic sales close to a million vehicles could be achieved by 201016 • A 
significantly larger regional market also seems to be possible in a shorter period of time than 
previously expected, judging by the recent higher economic growth of the neighbouring 
Southern African Development Community (SADC) members. Should these expectations 
materialise, minimum efficient scales would be achieved by both component and carmakers, 
making the industry more competitive. 
16 See "Into Overdrive", in Financial Mail, 15 Sep 2006 
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APPENDIX i\ 
Table AI: Components Exports (2003-2005) 
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